Finding the Right Type of Course
When you’re trying to find the TYPE of course best suited to you, it helps to know what we mean by
“delivery”—especially when you’re thinking about online or accelerated courses. After you’ve found a
course that interests you, it’s also very important to check the NOTES for important messages.
In the Course Schedule drop-down menu for Delivery, you
can search for “All” or three different types: Classroom,
Online (web only), and Hybrid Classroom/Online.
Here’s what the terms mean. It’s not always obvious!

“Delivery” Drop-Down Menu
Classroom: All credit hours are held in a
physical location on one campus or off
site. Expect that you may be asked to
use computer software or internet
technologies in your learning. This may
or may not include our instructional
management system, D2L.

Online (web only): Courses identified as
(Internet) may meet in person up to
TWO times on one campus or meet at
an off-site physical location related to
the course AND/OR may require
proctored tests. Most or all coursework,
however, will be done online.
IMPORTANT: You can find out when, where, and if online (web only) courses have any on campus or inperson meetings—as well as other critical information—by clicking on the course link and scrolling
down to read the Notes. Email the instructor if you have additional questions about the course.
Online (web only): Courses from both
campuses identified as (Completely
Online--Asynchronous) do not require
any meetings in a physical location.

Hybrid Classroom/Online: This is also
referred to as (Blended/Hybrid), which
means some class responsibilities are
completed online and others in a
classroom—often at an off-site location.
You will meet in person less frequently
than the same course in a “classroom”
delivery. The exact dates you meet should be listed in the Course Schedule and additional detail is often
provided in Notes—remember to go into the course link and scroll down to read them.

